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HIGHLIGHTS 

Activities at liisiimii forciHryittknikk I IFF) 

have produced very pleasing results in \W2. 

Tin- lung-term research program has 

pnijirrsM-d according I» the established 

^ • r eg i c framework, and this lias further 

strengthened the Institute's position in energy 

and nuclear technologies. Virtually all of the 

projects in these areas haw succeeded in 

achieving l heir technical and economic targets 

fur IWLVIlh* Institutescollaborative 

relaliotbliips with the energy authorities, nil 

companies power companies .-nd major 

indiMrial energy consumers have developed 

and >m-ng\hcned. Such collaboration occurs 

largely within the framework of l a w research 

program*, where IFFV technical strengths 

work In make a real contribution to techno

logical and industrial inuov;<:ion. A good 

example of this in W2 was the agreement 

readied on a long-term multiphase technology 

research project, which IFK and SINTEF will 

carry out on behalf of Statoil. In addition to its 

broad research for the energy industry, IFK 

has also had a signilicanl involvement with the 

energy authorities, involving consultancy, 

assessment work and participation in interna

tional collaborative bodies. 

'Hie Institute collaborates extensively with 

foreign research institutes and, in 19H2. 

almost -IIP., of the income from project work 

came from abroad. In reactor fuel and infor

mation technology international collaboration 

is conducted primarily through the Halden 

Project, while close collaboration with the 

international oil companies is important for 

the petroleum technology area. In matters 

related to non-nuclear energy, collaboration 

occurs via the Internationa! Energy Agency 

UFA)- and through EC-projecls. 

IFK has a multi-faceted collaborative network 
with other Norwegian research establish

ments, Hie Board places great importance on 

developing this strategy of collaboration 

through closer relations with the other insti

tutes in the Kjeller area. During 1992. these 

institutes have been considering the concept 

of "Campus Kjeller" together with the local 

and regional authorities. A joint approach to 

improving technological higher education and 

to strengthening regional industrial develop

ment is emphasized. An arrangement for 

extending the t'NIK (I'niwrsily Studies al 

Kjeller) program to form a new technological 

faculty has been set in place, in association 

with the universities of Oslo and Trondheim. 

'Hie Institute's 19*11' gross turnover has deri

ved from three main sectors: nuclear techno

logy (f)lr4). petroleum technology CM1'.<) and 

other energy technologies 120%). The Board 

does not expert this balance to change signi

ficantly over the next few years, with the Insti

tute's nuclear technological activities of increa

sing national and international importance. 
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Research in safety technology within ihe 
Halden Projecl has growing international 
Mippnrt. Czechoslovakia becoming Ihe latest 
member in 199L' (future pariicipaiinn will be 
dirougli the Czech Republic). A firm basis for 
collaboration with Russia has also been esta
blished, aimed at improving ihe safety stan
dards of reactors on the Kola Peninsula. 

The Board places greal importance on Halden 
Project work related to computer-based con
trol and surveillance systems. 'File results of 
this research are now being applied by the 
Institute ihrough the growing volume of con
tract work for the Norwegian petroleum and 
electricity induslries. As an example of the 
latter, in 11)1)2 there was a large increase in ihe 
amounl of contract work related to the develop
ment of information technology systems for 
decision support, for which there is increasing 
demand from dealers in the power markel. 

For now 4i) years the Inslitute has been one of 
Europe's leaders in the development and 
production of radiopharmaceuticals, Norway 
being aiming the world leaders in ihis field. 
This -lo-year anniversary was marked in 
Autumn 191L1 by an international symposium. 
at which the importance of IFE's role and ils 
influence tm nuclear medical research were 
clearly evident. The Board expects IFE's work 
in this area to lake on even greater impor-
lanee. for example through exploilalion of new 
opportunities in biotechnology. 

In its national budget for 11193. the Norwegian 
Parliament continued public support for the 
Halden Project through 1994-1996. on the 
condition that satisfactory- agreements will be 
reached wilh ihe internalienal participants. 
During IW2. Ihe Institute worked out propo
sals for the 1994-111% research program that 
have now received broad approval from the 
present participants. It is expected that a new 
agreement will be reached in mid-1993, The 
Board stresses ihe important position of' ihe 
Halden Project in the international research 
community. 

[luring \W2 ihe Board was concerned with 
tlie principal guidelines being established for 

the activities of Research Council of Norway 
(NFH). The Board has evaluated the 
consequences for IFE of Nr R's internal 
organizational structure and its relation with 
the government minislries. Activities al Ihe 
Institute fall within three of Ihe six areas 
covered by XFR (industry and energy, 
medicine and health, science and technology'). 
Most of IFE's work falls in the lirst category, 
while radiopharmacology falls inlo the second 
and basic research in physics inlu the third. 
I'ntil 1 January 11193 it was the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Energy (OED) who. through 
ils provision of public funding, were 
responsible for the oversighl of lFE's energy 
and petroleum research. The OEI) also 
provided necessary grants for IFE's olher 
activities. In recent years, about 75% of Ihe 
public funding has been earmarked for 
specific programs, while about 25\< was used 
for basic research support and for strategic 
energy and petroleum research projects. The 
Board would like lo emphasize the positive 
experience that the Institute has had with the 
OED. and wilh the way they have managed 
the utilization of public funds within IFE. In 
particular, the delegation of strategic research 
objectives lo the Institute has facilitated the 
Iransfer of slate-of-the-art nuclear technologies 
into non-nuclear petroleum and energy 
research areas. The Board has Iherefore 
recommended that the Ministry of industry 
and energy (NOE) continue ihe established 
practice of administering the annual govern
ment grant to the Institute. 

REACTOR PROJECT 

The Halden Project is an internationally 
funded and slaffed research project ander the 
auspices of the OECD's Nuclear Energy-
Agency (XEA). Participants include national 
safety organizations, research institules. 
utilities and the power supply induslries in 13 
OECI) countries, plus, in 11)92, Czecho
slovakia. Within the Halden Project, develop
ment work has concentrated on safety 
technology, coordinated wilh research pro
grams in the participating organizations. The 
work at Halden centres on the experimental 
use of the Halden reactor, focusing on the 
development of safer and more reliable fuel 
designs and materials, and on computer-based 
methods for the control and surveillance of 
complex energy plants and industrial pro
cesses. The Halden Project occupies a leading 
position internationally in these areas when il 
conies lo issues of nuclear safety and operatio
nal reliability. 

Through the Halden Project. NT; covers the 
requirements of the Norwegian authorities for 
national competence in reactor technology. 
contributing also to Norway's radiation 
protection preparedness. The project further 
gives IFE insight on an extensive range of 
international development work related to the 
safely and operation of light water reactors. 
This provides Ihe necessary technical founda
tion fur evaluating current reactor safely 
technology issues. It also forms the basis of 
ihe Institute's advisory role for Ihe Norwegian 
authorities. 

mm 
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Through tht* Halden Project IFE participates 

in work aimed al improving the safety oftast-

laimjK'itn reactors. Czechoslovakia joined the 

project in 1992. and discussions on future 

collaboration were started with organizations 

in Russia. The project is also directly involved 

in the mwi: res being takv-u by the Nor

wegian authorities in improve the safety of the 

reactors on the Kola Peninsula. 

New experimental equipment was installed in 

the Halden Reactor in 1992. New high-

pressure loops were commissioned for testing 

materials under various operating conditions. 

and the chemical laboratories were upgraded 

and extended. These laboratories now contain 

modern analytical equipment for charac

terizing the chemical conditions in the coolant 

water, in support of the comprehensive pro

gram on corrosion. The fuel- and materials-

testing program has progressed very satisfac

torily, with the completion of about 45 indivi

dual exiH'rinients. Reactor tim** was booked lo 

capacity in 1992. and the reactor has been 

operational at the desired level for about fi 

months. Approximately 7"),iHH) ions of steam 

by-product were supplied for use by Saug-

bnigsi 'fetlingen, one of the main norwegian 

paper mills. IVchnical and safety standards in 

ihe reactor plant are maintained by continual 

maintenance work and the upgrading of 

components and systems. Besides the 

renewal of components such as pumps and 

valves, the ventilation system in the reaclor 

hall has also been improved. The quality of 

the water used lo generate steam for the 

paper mill has also been improved, in order to 

reduce the risk of possible corrosion damage. 

Work in the area of fuel technology has focus-

sedon describing those phenomena that might 

affect long-term reliability. An important objec-

live is todelemiine which fuel design parame-

lers and operating conditions will improve re

liability. In materials technology, work has con

centrated on corrosion problems, for example 

how irradiation and operating conditions will 

alfeci the characteristics iJidiiTereni materials. 

Hie exjjerimental control room at Halden i> 

iiM-d in the development of compuier-baM'd 

process surveillance systems. Testing such 

systems has been an important part of the 

1992 work program. The control room in

cludes full scale simulators for nuclear power 

stations and for oil and gas production. An 

increased number of workstations now 

provides a better interface with the operators. 

In the extensive testing program special 

attention has been given to evaluating the 

benefits of using new methods. This test 

program is carried out under the most 

realistic conditions possible, and an important 

aspect is the involvement of experienced 

operators from Ihe Halden reactor. Con'rol 

room technology is being applied in an exten

sive program of contract work in the areas of 

petroleum production, power generation and 

in the energy intensive industries. The Insti

tute has been participating in the design and 

development of a decision support system for 

the national expert body who will be respon

sible for recommending and coordinating 

remedial action lo the executive authorities in 

the case of a possible nuclear accident. The 

system will, for example, be able to provide 

technical information on reactors in and 

outside Norway. If an accidental radioactive 

release is delected, the system will calculate 

the way in which radioactivity will be 

transported in the atmosphere, and prognose 

activity levels in the air. and in the fail-out. 

Bilateral contract work for bolh Norwegian 

and foreign clients has continued to develop 

positively during IW2. Much of the work from 

abroad consists of long-term project* thai will 

provide opportunities for continued grovth in 

the volume of contract work in Ihe coming 

years. These opportunities will be used lo 

continue building experience, and developing 

new technologies in the suppor", of national 

political and industrial interests, 

During 1992 a proposal was drawn up for a 

new jointly funded Halden Project research 

program for 1994-199I}. The proposal was 

based on detailed discussions with the 

participants, who have now give» their broad 

agreement. .Ml the presenl signatories have 

' ••.pressed their interest in continued 

participation in the new projecl period. 

-måMmmmm 
Over the lasl 10-15 years 1FE has established 

itself as one of the leading Norwegian R&D 

centres in petroleum technology. The 

activites involved - exploration, development, 

production and operational managemenl - are 

of national importance. The overall objective 

is the continued development of methods, 

processes and equipment that contribute to 

the profilable, safe and environmentally 

friendly exploitation of petroleum resources. 

Research in exploration technology at IFE 

aims at developing new methods and models 

for improved prediction of petroleum type and 

amount. The computer package GKOSIM is 

now being marketed commercially in partner

ship with Statoil. During 1992 this package 

has seen increasing use as an important and 

convenient tool for predicting petroleum 

reserves prior lo exploration drilling. 

IFFs production technology work prioritizes 

research aimed at enhanced oil recovery. 

With funding in 1992 from the PROFIT 

program. IKE has developed a model that 

simulates injection of warm and cold water 

into an oil reservoir. 

The ose (f radioactive and non-radioactive 

chemical tracers is an important IFE spe

ciality. Tracer lechniques are of importance 

for mapping the structure of the reservoir and 

ils internal patterns of fluid communication, 

enabling optimal reservoir management. 

IFE's nuclear expertise is of great value in 

this work. Besides the development of 

tracers. IFE also carries out detailed field 

ludies covering the whole spectrum of 

activities, including tracer injection, analysis 

of produced samples and interpretation of 

results. Field sludies were carried oul for 

various oil companies in 1992. including BP. 

Elf. Norsk Hydro. Phillips Petroleum. Saga 

Petroleum and Statoil. IFE is also managing a 

large :i-year multicJient program (JTKl: the 

IFE Tracer Research Cooperation) on tracer 

application?., with finance from ,s international 

oil companies. \VA( i (water alternating ga-l 
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method* fur enhanced oil recovery are also 
under investigation through a collaborative 
project with IKl'. 

In 1992 IFE Marled its own pt-trophysical edu
cation program, in collaboration with Norsk 
Hydro, [-'irmly based in its physics research 
lean). IFF has an extensive research program 
in new statistical (fractal) methods for reser
voir description. Willi linancial support 
coming, in pan. from the PROFIT program. 
1992 has seen the development of tools for 
improving the interpretation of well log data 
by using multilractal statistics. 

The main aim of IFK*s work in development 
and ojx-raiional technology is to contribute of 
safe, environmentally friendly and profitable 
liekl development concepts based on multi
phase technology. An agree i:;-:il on collabora
tion between Statoil. IFF and SINTEF on 
multiphase transport technology was signed 
in 1992. coming into force on 1 January 1993. 
This novel agreement, with an economic 
(nitneuork of \ ( )K 4M million over live years. 
cover-* I he subjects of multiphase flow 
technology, corrosion and fluid-dependent 
effects (hydrates, wax. scale, etc.I. 

The multi-client "SINTFF-IFE Multiphase 
How Program," which started in 1984. has 
produced an extensive large-scale experi
mental data bank, together with a host of new 
methods, models and systems te.g. OLGA. 
VY( H.GA) for the design, construction and 
surveillance of multiphase transport systems. 
Hie program will continue in 1993. looking at 
three-phase oil-water-gas How. The OLGA 
model is now being marketed commercially 
through I he company Scandpower. IFF played 
a central pan in NTNF's multiphase program 
FROFF. which finished in 1991 There were 
some especially interesting outcomes, 
including the results oi corrosion experiments 
under typical two-phase How conditions. 

1992 saw extensive research at IFF on CO 
corrosion in oil and gas pipes and on stress 
corrosion in ammonia storage tanks. A major 
breakthrough came in determining methods 
lor reducing corrosion rates in gas-conden

sate fluids, thus enabling the use of carbon 
steel pipework instead ot more expensive 
stainless steel. 

The Institute has continued its work on im
proving methods and equipment for measur
ing gas quantities in large gas streams. In 
1992 this included the development and use of 
How stabilizers for reducing inlet length, there
by making possible smaller and more compact 
measuring stations. In the future. IFE's How 
stabilizers will be marketed commercially by 
the Karsio laboratory. IFF obtained a patent 
in 1992 for a broad-ray gamma instrument that 
can measure the volume fractions of oil. water 
and gas in a pipe during multiphase flow. 
During the year a preliminary operations 
simulator for Ihe Troll Phase I project was 
developed for Norske Shell in collaboration 
wiih the British company SAST. 

The aim of th's work is to develop new and 
improved energy and process technologies for 
Norwegian industry. IFE is also involved with 
the development of new environmentally 
friendly energy generation systems such as 
wind power and fuel cells, and with hydrogen 
storage and energy systems analysis. The 
technical basis for the activities, process 
modelling and simulation, was slrengthened 
in Wl by the establishment of a laboratory 
for industrial Mathematics. IFF serves a large 
circle of clients in this area, including large 
industrial companies such as Norsk Hydro. 
Flkem. Statoil and Shell, as well as a number 
of small and medium-sized companies. 

A new long-term R&D project was started in 
1992 on ihe three-dimensional modeling of 
thermal stress, flow and hardening in alun-
iniutn castings. A preliminary version of a new 
coupled model, consisting of the three-dimen
sional thermal model ALSIM3 coupled lo a 
flow model, was developed for Hydro Alum
inium and Flkem .Aluminium. Process simula
tion found a new market in 1992: the oil refin
ing (petrochemical) industry. This involved 

IFE in ihe development of a dynamic model 
for Ksso's crude oil distillation plant. The 
resultant model will be included in a training 
simulator for ihe Fsso plant at Slagentangen. 
In the field of process control, priority is being 
given to the surveillance of offshore processes 
and energy-intensive processes in land-based 
industries. 

A model has been developed for optimizing 
the Norwegian energy system from genera-
lion to end use. Under the umbrella of IFA 
collaboration this model is being used to 
compare different measures for reducing CO-, 
emissions. Individual models have been 
developed for power plants based on wind 
and solar energy, and battery storage. These 
activities have a broad interface with industry, 
research councils, research laboratories and 
the authorities. IFE is represented on the 
bodies governing solar energy, wind power 
and information technology in the process 
industry. Collaboration has also been esta
blished between NILU. IFE. CICERO and 
KCON, in order lo be able to take on large 
international energy and environmental 
analytical projects. 

CONSERVATION 

The main aim of IFE's energy conservation 
work is to develop, demonstrate and intro
duce to industry lit-for-purpose energy-
efficienl technologies. More recently, work 
on energy efficiency in various production 
processes has aimed at resource optimiza
tion and cleaner production. 

The development of new methods for im
proved measurement, recording and analysis 
of energy consumption demands the appl
ication of special technical expertise and 
specific knowledge of the industry. IFE runs 
an energy measurement service which 
employs advanced measuring equipmenl lo 
record and document energy How in industrial 
processes. .As a result of its experience in 
energy measurement. IFF has become 
involved in the development of a Norwegian 

•P 
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energy tracking system, which is now being 

sold mi tht* Eunipeau and .American markets. 

A prime objective of I he energy conservation 

work in recent years lias been the develop

ment ul'improved methodologies. In close 

collaboration with industry. IFE has investi

gated barriers lo energy conservation and 

initiated new eiwrjry conservation measures, 

financed by the authorities. 

Hie PEI IIYololype-KniTgy technology-Indu

stry) prototype and demonstration program 

will be completed in 1993, after having sup

ported more than 30 development projects. 

The main aim was to capture new ideas for 

the development of novel energy-efficient 

technologies, and to provide financial support 

for the construction of plant prototypes. The 

'irogram may well be extended for a new 

period (19fl3-lW<i). 

Many east and central European countries are 

focussing efforts into energy conservation. 

During \W1 JFK initiated a large program in 

Poland, financed through "Norway's East-Eu

rope Package." The program, which will run 

through 1994. will involve energy monitoring 

and measurement in industry, and will lead lo 

concrete energy conservation proposals. 

Market acliviles represent an instrument that 

can be used by the energy authorities to 

encourage the efficient use of energy in 

Norwegian industry. IFE s work in this area 

covers a wide spectrum of activities: marke

ting, transfer of technology and experience, 

networking, method development for energy 

technology analyses and integrated energy 

and environmental analyses, investment 

strategy in energy conservation, and demon

stration of energy-f Ificient technologies. An 

overview of the most important marketing 

activities- is given below: 

• The IKA energy technology information pro

gram C\I)I>ET.IFE is the Nonvegian operator, 

and is responsible tor the dissemination of de

monstration programs from 13IEA countries. 

# Hie 4 year "IVogram for the Application of 

Heat Pumps" was completed in 1991 An exten

sion lo this program is under discussion, in 

which the emphasis would be placed on phas

ing out climate-affecting gases (CFCs). know

ledge transfer and introductory marketing. 

• "Trade Network for Norwegian Industry-

broadened during 1992 to include 11 key 

trade areas, which account for 85'*. of energy 

consumption in Norwegian land-based 

industry. 

• The trade network analysis arrangement 

involved the development of new methods for 

addressing energy technology problems, and 

increasing the level of competence of advising 

engineers and consultants. 

• The RENOK program has as its aim the 

development of methods for integrated ener

gy and environmental analysis within indivi

dual companies. REN'OK is run in collabora

tion with the State Pollution Inspectorate's 

program for cleaner technology7 and the 

national environmental technology program 

of the Institute of Technology. 

• IFE has responsibility for providing 

technical energy and project economics back

up for the slate incentives arrangement for 

Norwegian industry. Over 150 applications are 

evaluated each year, and the estimated total 

energy saving potential is 350-41)0 CAVh/year. 

IFE acts in a consultancy capacity for the 

authorities in their work towards a plan for 

energy conservation up to ihe year 2000. The 

Institute's contribution has been directed al 

the use of various tools in the industrial 

sector. 

The Information Centre for Energy Conserva

tion IOFE) al IFF is a national mediation-, 

service- and coordination facility for energy 

conservation information. It serves indu-'.i *. 

and the industrial construction and the private 

housing sectors. The latter was the target 

group for a major effort in 1991' related to ihe 

EXOKK! campaign. 

0L"E has the central task of interlacing with 

the official bodies of the target groups in order 

to increase knowledge of, and encourage the 

use of, energy conservation measures. 

OFE is developing and carrying out an exten

sive further education program for energy 

conservation. This is being done both inde

pendently and in collaboration with schools, 

high schools, colleges and universities. The 

objective is lo integrate a greater amount of 

energy conservation education into the 

teaching syslem. OFE transfers energy con

servation knowledge to target groups through 

focused information dissemination activities 

and sometimes in collaboration with the mass 

media. 

THE JEEP II REACTOR 

The JEEP II research reactor at Kjeller is a 

national resource for research, development 

and production in many areas. The reactor 

provides the basis for, or contributes signi

ficantly towards, a number of the Institute's 

work areas: 

Production of radlo-fsotopw 

Activation analysts '•*•& 

Tracer technology 

Basic research In physics 

Neutron radiography 

Corrosion measurement 

Irradiation of n 

There continues lo be a large market for ihe 

various irradiation services offered by the 

reactor, with a comprehensive user base. High 

standards of safely and reliability are main

tained through planned inspection and main

tenance routines, and through a continual 

program of education coupled with measures 

to increase competence levels. 

The Institute's research reactors at Kjeller and 

Halden have always been free from accidents. 

or serious saleiv incidents. However, faults 

T 1 
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can always develop in such complicated 
plants. .Any pns>iwV failure is always reported 
In the appropriate official body, either the 
Nuclear Energy Safely Authority {SAT} or the 
National Institute of Radiation Hygiene (SIS), 
(combined to fonn the Norwegian Radiation 
Protection Authority (SSV) as of 1 January 
1993). In April 1992 a tracked pipe led to a 
minor leak in the JEEP II cooling system. The 
leakage rate was I:">2I] drops per minute, and 
the total lost volume of heavy water was 
estimated at 0.3 litres. There was at no time 
any danger for the plant, its employees or the 
environment. Activity in the heavy water, 
which was mainly due to tritium, represented 
about 1/3 of the equivalent radiation level 
recorded routinely in badge dosimeters. The 
leakage was reported and. af'er extensive 
checks, the reactor was started up again after 
a week of down-time. 

Work an a new alarm system began in 1992. 
The system will be operational in 1993. and 
will give a better display of incoming alarms, 
log digital and analogue measurement signals, 
and display process information graphically on 
a screen in the control room. Safety systems 
will be modified in parallel with this, including 
building in more duplication and physical 
separation of components and systems. 

TION TECHNOLOGY 

IFE manufactures and supplies radioactive 
products and radiation services for medicine, 
industry and research. IKE also develops 
products and methods to promote new appli
cations for radioactive materials and irradia
tion processes, especially concerning patient 
treatment and medical research. Autumn 
1992 represented the 40th anniversary of this 
activity al Kjeller. Now. bU7oi. of Norway's 
need for radiopharmaceuticals is covered by 
production at IFE. The largest user group is 
hospital nuclear medicine departments and 
research laboratories in Norwegian universi
ties and college. Radiopharmaceutical* are 
mainly uvd in diagnostics, for imaging 
organ:- anil fur studying organ function. 

The development of new radiopharma
ceuticals, and the improvement of existing 
preparations, is carried out in close 
collaboration with Norwegian hospitals and 
the Norwegian pharmaceutical industry. With 
the gradual growth in the extent of such 
development projects, collaboration has now 
been established on an international scale. 
During recent years the Institute has esta
blished collaboralive production projects with 
Finland, the Netherlands, Italy and France. 
This provides a larger market (and thus 
greater profitability) for IFE's products, at the 
same time giving Norwegian customers 
access to products manufactured by our 
partners abroad. Production equipment and 
manufacturing methods for isotope gene
rators have been sold to institutes in Turkey 
and Malasia. 

1FE also runs a lagging service for Norwegian 
hospitals and research laboratories. This 
involves the addition of radioactive isotopes to 
special preparations made at the hospitals, 
through which the movement of the pre
paration in the body can be monitored and 
measured. 

Work is ongoing on the quality control of 
radiopharmaceuticals, radiochemicals and the 
raw materials used lo make them. .Analytical 
work has involved stability investigations and 
determination of parameters in relation to the 
development of new products, together with 
work on monographs on radioactive 
medicines for the European Pharmacopoeia. 

The Institute's irradiation activities revolve 
around the JEEP II research reactor and the 
gamma irradiation plant. Reactor irradiation 
with neutrons gives rise lo the radioactive 
starling materials for the production of 
radiopharmaceuticals and radiochemicals, 
together with tracers anil radiation sources 
for use in industry and research. Neutron 
irradiation is applied also to the precise 
regulation of conductivity in superpure silicon 
crystals. The irradiated crystals obtain an 
evenly distributed content of phosphorous 
atoms thai can be used to optimize electrical 
properties. 

The gamma irradiation plant is based on 
ionizing radiation from a cobalt-Wl source. 
The irradiation liberates electrons from the 
atoms in the irradiated materials (ionization), 
and this is employed to reduce bacterial ac
tivity and bacterial content, and for complete 
sterilization or chemical modification of 
organic substances. The main users for this 
type of irradiation service are the foodstuffs 
industry, the plastics industry and producers 
of disposable medical equipment and packag
ing. The most important product groups in 
recent years have been spices and flavourings 
for the foodstuffs industry. During 1992 
almost 400 tons of such materials were 
irradiated. 

PHYSICS 

IFE's basic research in physics employs 
neutron beams from the JEEP II reactor to 
study the fundamental physical charac
teristics of solids am) liquids at (he atomic 
scale. Systems that were investigated during 
1992 include liquid crystals, micro-emulsions, 
micelles, metal hydrides, magnetic materials. 
high-temperature superconductors and 
monodisperse particles (I'gelslad spheres). 
Such studies have been carried out in 
collaboration with researchers from various 
institutions, including Oslo I'uiversity, ihe 
Norwegian Technical I'niversily and several 
foreign research groups. 

Among the most noteworthy results obtained 
in 1992 was the verification of new theoretical 
models for fluctuations in liquid crystals. This 
forms pan of the research into "Chaos." a new 
research area with increasingly diverse appli
cations. Monodisperse micmparlieles have 
been used for modeling different processes 
on the edge of chaos, for example how the 
spheres diffust* and interact with each other. 
The results have had important implications 
for possible practical applications of the 
spheres. 

Neutron powder diffraction has been u*ed in 

determine the magnetic Mruelure and mag-



netii' phase diagram in various systems, lur 
example <•' model system tor CO - C0_. hetero
geneous catalysis. During 1992 further inves
tigations were earned out on metal hydrides, 
concerning their manufacture and structural 
analysis. Such materials are able to absorb 
large quantities of hydrogen, and could be of 
industrial importance as energy carriers. A 
comprehensive upgrading of the small angle 
neutron spectrometer (SANS) was started in 
1991 This will signilicantly increase the 
capabilities of the instrument, enabling study 
of various microsiructures such as micro-
emulsions, micelles and porous media. 

AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

lilt* Institute serves an important national 
role in safety, protection and environmental 
work. Work in the areas of radiation pro-
lection, general protection work and environ
mental services (radiochemical analyses, 
radiorcology) is primarily concerned with 
IFE'sown reactor plants and laboratories. 
Projects for the Norwegian authorities, users 
of radioactivity and others are forming an 
increasing (xTceniage of the work program. 

During 15192 the radiation protection service 
prepared the transition to a new personal 
dosimetry system al the Institute. External 
services, such as linger dosimetry (for sume 
of the larger hospitals), calibration of portable 
radioactivity measuring instruments, courses 
;<;id education in radiation protection and 
working with radioactive materials, have been 
growing in scope. The same applies to radon 
measurements fur local government and 
private householders. 

'file environmental laboratory has carried out 
a number ul rad ioecological projects, as well 
;h timing part in a Norwegian Russian col
laboration to investigate radioactivity in the 
IWi-nt* and Kara N-a-v 

end of the year the experimental capacity for 
measuring alpha and beta radiation (e.g. 
strontium-90, plulunium-239) was doubled. 
Additionally, a large number of analyses were 
carried out for industry and other clients. 

Reactor safety work at IFE includes 
participation in the Nordic Safety Committee 
(NKS) collaborative projects, such as the 
analysis of preparedness in relation to 
possible serious reactor accidents abroad. 
IFE has participated in nordic preparedness 
exercises and several radioecological 
projects. Collaborative projects such as these 
are c r critical importance for developing and 
maintaining technical competence, parti
cularly for nations that do not have their own 
nuclear power plants. IFE is participating in 
collaborative programs related lo OECD/ 
NEA, IAEA and the EC's radiation protection 
program. IFE has also supported the authori
ties in connection with other international 
nuclear energy issues, such as Norwegian 
participation in IAEA and OECD/NEA 
committees and programs. 

IFE presently has Norway's only plant for the 
treatment and storage of radioactive waste, 
accepting such waste from external users uf 
radioactive substances and radiation sources. 
Uw and medium-level radioactive waste is 
stored temporarily at Kjeller, until the com
pletion of a national repository. During 1992, 
a committer appointed by the National 
Buildings and Property Directorate has car
ried out extensive safely studies on two 
proposed repository locations, one in Akers
hus and the other in Sor-Tronderlag. IFE has 
supported this commiilee with information on 
the composition and radioactive content of 
the waste. 

PERSONNEL 

The Institute's total revenue for 1992 
amounted to NOK 345.8 million, of which 
NOK 222.8 million related to activities at 
Kjeller and NOK 123.0 million to activities at 
Halden. The accounts show a profit for the 
year of NOK 6.1 million. 

The total number of employees in 1992 was 
574, compared to 560 in the previous year. 

mVoSti^HCE 
The research effort at 1FE, both at Kjeller and 
in Halden, has developed satisfactorily, 
especially with regard to successful contract 
work projects for various industrial concerns 
on- ?.nd offshore. 

At IFE in 199217'*. of those who had uni
versity or college educations held doctoral 
qualifications. This represents an increase 
from 14% in 1991. The number of employees 
involved in postgraduate study remains high. 

1FE has experts in many fields who are in 
demand as members of selection committees 
and other external councils and committees, 
both in the public and private sectors. 

The level of external publications has remai
ned roughly constant from 1991 to 1992. with 
a slight increase in the number of publica
tions in international journals (from 26 to 31). 
The total number of publications, 68 from 
Kjeller and 23 frum Halden, shows a clear rise 
compare! to 1991. 

The radiochemical laboratories were ami-
pltit-K r :iu\alrdin l ^ C and an* nun among 
ihi- moM modern in the countn Towards the 
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Foreign financing of the Halden Project 1992 (mil l .NOK) 
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Join! Bilateral 
program contract work 

8.85 USA 9.7 

6.50 JAPAN 20.0 

5.50 GERMANY 

4.20 SWEDEN 0.4 

4.00 UNITED KINGDOM 6.7 

2.90 FINLAND 

2.90 ITALY 0.2 

2.80 BELGIUM 

2,40 SPAIN 

1.60 DENMARK 

1.60 SWITZERLAND 

1.00 THE NETHERLANDS 0.1 

0.80 THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

CANADA 0.3 

'W-^rfå a ,j.t.r,v :.>:.*'57-1 Jomt program, iota! 45 05 

Personnel, IFE 

Academic staff 
Engineers 
Aux. technical staff 
AdmSn.staff 

Sum 

Staff distribution 

Kjeller 
Energy Conservation 
Physics 
Industrial Energy Technnology 
isotope- and Irradiation Technology 
Materials Technology 
Reservoir- and Exploration Technology 
Fluid Flow and Corrosion Technology 
Aux technical staff 
Admin staff 
Sum Kjeller 

Experiment Analyses 
Experiment Systems 
Experimeni Techniques 
Control Room Systems 
Man-Machine Communication 
Reactor Operation 
Simulation and System Development 
Manaoamanl and Supcrtlnoflerf, 

Employees 

nos. % 

188 32.8 
133 23.2 
142 24,7 
111 19,3 

574 100,0 

Employees 

nos to 

24 4.2 
10 1.7 
29 5.1 
40 7.0 
49 8.5 
49 8.5 
33 5,7 
84 14.6 
33 5.7 

351 61.0 

8 1.4 
23 4.0 
14 2,4 
23 4,0 
19 3.3 
52 9,1 
28 4,9 
fit, 9» 

Progression of income, IFE 
1989-92 (mill NOK) 

c 3 * J Yi G 9-i! 

% V , v . 

«— Production of radiopharmaceutical*. 
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 
OPERATING REVENUES 

Project revenues 

Assignment revenues 

Contribution from foreign participants in Halden 

Steam revenues 

Projects in process 

Government grant 

Other operating revenues 

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 

OPERATING EXPENSES 

Direct project costs 

Wages, salaries and social costs 

Other operating expenses 

Depreciation 

Bad debts 

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 

OPERATING PROFIT BEFORE FINANCIAL ITEMS 

FINANCIAL ITEMS AND FINANCIAL EXPENSES 

Financial revenues 

Financial expenses 

NET RESULT OF FINANCIAL ITEMS 

OPERATING PROFIT BEFORE EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS 

EXTRAORDINARY REVENUES/EXPENSES 

Depreciation of uranium/heavy water 

NET EXTRAORDINARY REVENUES/EXPENSES 

PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE YEAR 

1992 (NOK) 1991 (NOK) 

1) 200.611.867 180.352.fi82 

45.050.000 40.450.000 
3.300.828 6.589.947 

1.592.000 240.000 

2) 94.500.000 92.000.00C 

746.461 1.780.964 

345.801.156 321.413.893 

D 103.290.859 94.993.834 

196.865.518 178.229.860 

3) 37.438.689 35.107.152 
6.763.797 7.274.748 

4) 6.005 

344.358.863 315.611.599 

1.442.293 5.802.294 

4.800.087 3.371.229 

-130.640 -138.028 
4.669.447 3.233.201 

EMS 6.111.740 9.035.494 

-2.000.000 
-2.000.000 

6.111.740 7.035.494 

M / i i»v-^s^*^3 i iS i i?wi^ : . '•• * i *wff l t t iv -r teHi :**•- -'.'•-£'». 
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BALANCE SHEET PR. 31 . DECEMBER 1992 

ASSETS 

Current assets. 

Cash and bank deposits 

Bank accounts for special energy conserv. progr. 

Accounts receivable 4) 

Other receivaDles 

Projects in process 

Minor assets 

Stocks 

Fixed assets 5) 

Machinery, instruments, fittings, etc. 

Laboratory and office buildings 

Reactors 

Atominst. Boliger A/S 

Area 

Uranium and heavy water 

Shares 6) 

TOTAL ASSETS 

1992 (NOK) 

51.715.310 

23.791.409 

21.165.077 

1.384.099 

1.592.000 99.647.895 

560.000 

1991 (NOK) 

30.029.804 

26.265.065 

40.762.002 

891.539 

240.000 98.188.410 

560.000 

18.611.380 18.203.973 

11.693.400 11.342.300 

682.300 718.200 

3.331.594 3.331.594 

7.470.000 7.470.000 

26.650.000 27.400.000 

90.000 68.528.674 90.000 68.556.067 

168.736.569 167.304.477 

LIABILITIES AND OWN CAPITAL 

Short-term liabilities 

Tax withholdings, employers national insurance 

contributions, pension premiums 

Accounts payable 

Other liabilities 7) 

Long-term liabilities 

Ministry of Finance 

Own capital 

Operating capital 

Locked-up capital 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND OWN CAPITAL 

13.502.361 13.915.864 

17.098.930 18.830.998 

25.680.986 56.282.277 28.215.065 60.961.927 

241.900 241.900 

43.925.618 37.786.483 

JS8.286.774 112.212.392 68^314.167 106.100.650 

168.736.569 167.304.477 

Kjeller 31 December 1992 

(y*cTfafa*vi+n r\J^-J^Jl^ 
Arve Johnsen ] 

Chairman 
Thor Håkstad Ellen Mørch Haaland 

JonP.Rambæk Anna Inger Bde Trond T. a ren 

mM^MUiiS&^USåix'!.'.-, 
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1 The Institute s profit and loss statement has been corrected by NOK 9.378.554 for internal services between 

Kjeller and Halden. 

2 The 1992 government grant to IFE was dispersed as follows: 

• Norwegian contribution to the joint program in Halden NOK 30.0 mill. 

- petroleum and energy research. Kjeller NOK 24.0 mill. 

- operation of JEEP II reactor, isotope research and basic research in physics NOK 22.5 mill. 

- special functions NOK 18.0 mill. 

TOTAL NOK 94,5 mill. 

3. Other operating expenses include maintenance and operation of buildings and property, transportation, 

security services, office expenses, in-house print shop, joint EDP expenses, personnel development and 

the like. 

4. There was no loss on receivables in 1992. The en bloc allocation of NOK 500.000 for loss on receivables 

has remained unchanged. 

5. Fixed assets: (NOK 1000 ) 
Value Additions Disposals Deprec. Value 
1.1.92 in 1992 in 1992 in 1992 31.12.92 

Machinery, instruments, fittings, etc. 18.204 6.755 0 6.348 18.611 

Laboratory and office buildings 11.342 731 0 380 11.693 

Reactor facilities 718 0 0 36 682 

Atominst. Boliger A/S 3.332 0 0 0 3.332 

Area 7.470 0 0 0 7.470 

Uranium and heavy water 27.400 0 750 

'~750 

0 

6.764 

26.650 

TOTAL 68.466 7.486 

750 

'~750 

0 

6.764 68.438 

6. IFE has 50 shares worth NOK 1000 each in Atominstituttets Boliger A/S, a company wholly owned by IFE. 

In addition, IFE has 150 shares worth NOK 100 each in Instidata A/S (total share capital is NOK 100.000) 

and 250 shares worth NOK 100 each in Multiflow A/S (total share capital is NOK 50.000). 

7. Other creditors include the energy conservation programs for NOE and NVE. 

bLr SiÉUl UU, 

i 



FUNDS FLOW STATEMENT FOR 1992 

1992 1991 
Source of funds: 

Result before year-end adjustments 

Write-offs 

Depreciation of uranium/heavy water 

Disposal of fixed assets (heavy water) 

TOTAL (A) 

6.111.730 7.035.494 

6.763.797 7.274.748 

2.000.000 

750.000 1.132.000 

13.625.537 17.442.242 

Application of funds: 

Investments 

TOTAL (B) 

Increase in working capital (A-B) 

7.486.404 5.964.044 

7.486.404 5.964.044 

6.139.133 11.478.198 

Change in working capital: 

Increase in cash 

Increase in short-term receivables 

- Reduction in short-term receivables 

- Increase in current liabilities 

Reduction in current liabilities 

Increase in working capital 

19.211.849 16.866-10 

17.695.804 

-17.752.366 

-23.084.316 

4.679.650 

6.139.133 11.478.198 

Roport of the Office of tho Auditor Conors! 
The Office of the Auditor General has audited the 1992 accounts 
for Institutt for energiteknikk (IFE) 

The submitted annual accounts may be adopted as IFE's 
accounts for 1992 

The Office of the Auditor General, 
Oslo, 1 April 1993 
As authorized 
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R E S E A R C H A C T I V I T I E S A T H A L D E N 

COMPONENTS 
'Hit* safe and reliable operation of a nuclear 
power plain demands a thorough know
ledge of how the characteristics of the con
struction materials will be affected by irradia
tion, temperature and power variation condi
tions, and not least the composition of the 
cooling water. A major aim of the develop
ment work at Halden is to verify which stan
dards of materials and which operating condi
tions ar»* needed to ensure integrity and 
proper function of critical components during 
long-term operation. 

Experimental work is carried out in loop 
systems in which all the relevant operating 
conditions can be simulated, and where 
individual parameters can be investigated 
separately. Commercial nuclear power plants 
are of limited use in this kind of study, partly 
because it is difficult to vary operating 
parameters, but mainly because there is little 
or no possibility to install the instrumentation 
that is necessary tit fully monitor all the 
relevant parameters. 

An important series of experiments is being 
carried out in order to investigate the factors 
that affect stress corrosion in various stainless 
steel and nickel-based construction materials 
in water at high temperature and pressure. Of 
special interest is how the composition of the 
cooling water influences crack propagation. 
This is the first time that such experiments 
have been carried out under realistic reactor 
conditions. The results so far have given 
important information on the water chemical 
conditions necessary to avoid stress corrosion. 
It is the safety authorities and the owners of 
power plants who are the main interested 
parties behind this work, and new experi
ments are planned to investigate various 
special power conditions. 

Test samples containing an initial artificially-
induced crack, are shaped according to 
modem principles of fracture mechanics. 
This means that a constant load is maintained 
on the crack front with increasing crack 
length. Crack propagation occurs by passing 
an electric current through the two arms of 
the lest sample, and at the same time measur
ing changes in the electrical potential at four 

Tost samples for stress corrosion experiments. The flow ol current between the two 
arms of tha sampl* changes with Increasing crack length. 

LOADING SLOT 

CURRENT WIRE 

TOP SECTION 

CERAMIC WEDGE 

HOLES FOR PRE-
CRACKING 

STEERING PIECES 

BOX-SLOT FOR WIRES 

CHEVRON NOTCH 

different positions. A total of eight samples is 
being studied in this work, which is breaking 
technical new ground in a number of ways. 

The construction of the test samples demands 
the use of specialized joining techniques. 
This ensures the integrity of the nine minia
turized signal wires in each test sample, even 
under the most demanding operating condi
tions. The tiny signals, in the mieroYolt range, 
are transmitted over distances of up to 100 
metres, and are of sufficient quality to calcu
late crack growth rate to the required degree 
of accuracy. 

Instrumented test element for stress 
corrosion experiment in the Halden 
reactor. 

HAMMLAB - Halden Man-Mac hine Laboratory. 
Development and testing of control rooms for the future. 
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EQUIPMENT 
lii a nuclear power plant, just as in other 
conventional plants lhat use water as a heat 
transfer medium, materials and components 
will tend to corrode. A complicating factor in 
nuclear applications is that the radiation itself 
affects the chemical composition of the water 
through radiolysis. In the interest of safety it 
is thus essential to compare operational 
exjx'rience with tests in an experimental 
reactor. 

The Halden Project's lest equipment is 
designed In meet all the demands of realistic 
experimental conditions. For example, water 
quality can be varied within wide limits in 
order to investigate the effects of impurities. 
Similarly, hydraulic conditions and radiation 
intensity can be varied as needed. The 
equipment necessary' for sampling and ana
lysing the cooling water has been installed so 
that the water composition can be con
tinuously monitored. Further upgrading of 
the chemical laboratory is expected In be 
completed in \WA. 

The test loops and associated laboratory 
equipment are used for the stress corrosion 
experiments described above and for 

corrosion experiments on zirconium alloys 
used in reactor fuel cladding. Of special 
interest is how small quantities of impurities 
in the cooling water will, ffecl cor-rosion rate, 
what effect the corrosion products will have 
on thermal transfer conditions, and how these 
corrosion products will circulate and settle on 
components in the cooling system. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

A main aim of the corrosion and materials 
research is to identify the correct operating 
conditions and choice of materials needed to 
maintain the required integrity of critical 
safety components. An important aspect in 
this connection is the development of reliable 
sensors for the control and surveillance of 
corrosion potential in the cooling water. Such 
sensors will give information when adjust
ments need to be made to the water 
chemistry to avoid corrosion damage. The 
testing of several different types of sensors is 
an integral part of the corrosion research 
program at Halden. This is the First time that 
such sensors have been used for direct 
measurement inside a reactor core where the 
greatest radiation-induced changes in water 
chemistry occur. Further work is aimed at 

determining to what extent sensor signal 
quality and reliability become affected by 
long-term use. Attempts will be made to trans
fer the experience gained from the develop
ment and use of these sensors to non-nuclear 
applications, in particular for the investigation 
of corrosion di nigh temperatures and 
pressure. 

Une of the particular factors that is being 
investigated as part of the ongoing stress 
corrosion experimental program at Halden is 
the effect of adding small amounts of hydro
gen to the coolant water. Hydrogen is now 
being used in some reactors on the basis of 
results obtained in experiments performed in 
the absence of radiation. The experiments 
taking place in Halden are the first lo be 
carried out inside a reactor. The results so far 
have unequivocally demonstrated lhat the 
addition of hydrogen can halt crack growth. 
Continuing experiments will aim to quantify 
how factors such as power conditions and 
material quality influence the ability of hydro
gen to reduce crack propagation. 

Ion chromatograph for analyzing, w i l t r 
samplas. 

Crack growth can bo haltad by Ihe 
addition of hydrogan to tha coolant 
walar. 

Crack growth with NWC and HWC 
1000 
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INTERACTION 

Improving tin* working environment lor the 

operators will contribute to a significant im

provement i» Nili'iv aiul reliability in complex 

proi-c» plant-*. With this as an aim. guidelines 

an- now bring developed at Halden lnr control 

mum design and tin1 man-machine interface. 

Mich work is basrd on ixjH'rimt'iitsthai 

clarify iln- different I'acttirs that effect human 

efficiency under various operating t-ondi-

lions. These experiments are carried out in 

Haldens man-machine laboratory by a staff 

consisting of industrial psychologists, engi

neers and operators from the reactor plant. 

Developments in this area are in part 

technology-driven. The research program 

determines the inlluence of new technologies 

and techniques on human efficiency. Increa

sing automation will enable the information 

supplied to the operators to become more 

situation-dependent and the control room and 

multimedia for function-oriented. The use 

HMIMLAB - Haitian's simulator-based man-machina- laborator , the main lacllhy for 
developing and lasting surveillance and operator support systems. Modal lor an 
integrated operating centre. 

of large screens in simulation and training are 

now established techniques. But further 

research is required to document the impro

vements in safety and efficiency that would 

result from their application in ;i control room 

environment. 

A current trend is the concentration of control 

and surveillance functions into control rooms 

and operating centres. Conventionally equip

ped control rooms are being phased out and 

supplemented or replaced by computerbased 

tools with screen-based colour graphics. 

Such a modemization is currently underway 

in many of the operating centres in the 

Norwegian North Sea. There is increasing 

demand for IFE's expertise in this area. In 

collaboration with Statoil, Phillips Petroleum, 

the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate. Rock-

waler Subsea and others. IFF has carried out 

studies in 1992 on control room restructuring 

and the evaluation of new control rooms. 

A study has also been carried out on the con

cept of future integrated operating centres. 

Clear unambiguous presentation of pmcess 

information is an important prerequisite lor 

avoiding human error in the control and 

surveillance of complex process plants. The 

man-machine interface has become a key area 

of IFF expertise. This expertise is built upon 

many years of experience in the development 

of colour graphics systems and user interface 

tools for process control and simulation 

gained through the Halden Project. The 

PICASSO system, one of the leading systems 

in this area, has been deve!o|>ed entirely in 

Halden. PICASSO is today in use in several 

organizations in the Halden Project's signa-

tarv countries and in collaborating partners in 

Norway, including Norcontrol. Kværner 

Fureka. Kongsberg Offshore. Stalnelt and 

Statkraft. 

IFE has evaluated conlrol rooms for 
diving operations from ships. 
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SYSTEMS GIVE IMPROVED 
SAFETY 

Through [In- Halden Project, new methods 
ami techniques have been put into use for lilt' 
development uf sLirwillancf sysiems. with 
emphasis on ihe use of mathematical.models 
lor detailed process description. This adds 
greater reliability to the surveillance of 
processes and component, giving significant 
economic advantages through reduced 
instrument complexity and maintenance ousts. 

A range of new operator support systems is 
under development, aimed at handling opera
tional disturbance*. Intemaiional develop
ments in this area are being monitored closely 
through ihe Halden Project. Collaboration and 
coordination with other institutes provide a 
good basis for lhe choice of the proper 
meihods and solutions to problems. 

An interactive data-based procedure system 
ll'OI'MA) was completed in 1992. The system 
eliminates many of the weaknesses of today's 
manual sysiems. The operators are provided 
wild a unified procedure system lo follow, 
ihey receive quicker and simpler access lo 

individual procedures and can cam- out 
several procedures in parallel. 

The reliability of safety-related surveillance 
systems forms a substantial part of the total 
operational reliability. Through international 
collaboration new methods and tools are 
being developed to improve software relia
bility in all phases of system development. 
Function specification is especially important, 
and it is of paramount importance that it 
gives an accurate picture of the process func
tion under surveillance. 

A series of experiments has been carried out 
in the Halden man-machine laboratory in 
which several different support sysiems 
interface with the operator. There is great 
interest in this activity in connection with the 
development of future integrated control 
centres. 

OPERATION SIMULATORS 

The expertise of the operating personnel is an 
integral part of the total safety evaluation of a 
process plant. The analysis of accidents has 
shown that inadequate operator training is 
often a contributory factor. IFF is a pioneer in 
the use of simulators as an aid to improving 
operation accessibility and safety. Develop
ments in this area are also largely technology-
driven. Powerful compact workstations with 
high-quality graphics are replacing costly 
proprietary systems. Sew training methods 
and techniques based on combinations of 
video, sound and graphics, togeiher with the 
use ofanimalion, are underdevelopment to 
mak? the task of training more efficient. 

Faster and more efficient adaptation, restruc
turing and upgrading of control systems and 
control rooms can be made possible by using 
simulators. Recent technological break
throughs have opened the opportunity for the 
extensive use of dynamic process simulators 
in many areas. IFK's COMPIS project has as 
ils goal the development of a general frame
work, composed of user-friendly tools for 
generating models, graphical user interfaces 
and user functions. This framework will 
facilitate the effective configuration of plant-
specific simulators for operator training, and 
engineering tasks such as process optimi
zation, design of the operator-process inter
face, procedure verification and testing of 
control strategies. 

Carly fault detection. Th» figure shows 
fault status, affact' '•conomlc impact 
for a valva laah In k. • - omprassor. 
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TION TECHNOLOGY (IT) 
FOR THE POWER MARKET 

livfii lii-fun- the new energy law, which 
u|H'iii'(l ihr w;iy fur market-based electricity 
siir-. IM-! at Maiden had built up a detailed 
kni -wledge of ihi> Held, including ihe previous 
development of a -pot price calculation 
^Wfiu. SAPKI. Activities in this lidd have 
continued to increase, presently including 

analysis, specitieatioii and realization projects 
lor ihe power markets. Projects are being 
carried out for both sides: the grid owners/-
markei coordinators and the dealers. 

IPE's IT-system is divided inln two parts: a 
coninion area and an area specifically for 
individual dealers, enabling them to develop 
and prolecl iheir own competitive advantage. 
The dealer-specilic part forms Ihe basis for 
buying and selling power and grid services 
and for settling ihe accounts. This is based on 
the dealers' market stralegies. including 

competitive advantage. The common area is 
principally similar lor each of the dealers, 
covering market analysis, reporting, pricing 
announcements and settling accounts on the 
day market. 

IKE now occupies a pivotal position in ex
pertise and technology related lo IT-syslems 
for markel-based power sales. In collaboration 
with the largest dealers in the market. Stat
kraft. Statuett and Hydro Energi, several 
extensive IT-projects have been carried oul. 
(iood IT-tools are of great importance for 
realizing the financial rewards lu be gained 
from optimal exploitation of the power 
markets. 

The Norwegian model for market-based 
power sales has also created interest abroad, 
raising the possibility of internationalizing Ihe 
activ:;ies. In order to meet this challenge, and 
to strengthen IKE's highly competitive posi
tion, effort is being put into further develop
ment. This includes strategic development 
programs based on market analysis and 
expected changes in Ihe Nordic- and the EC-
countries. 

SAMtl prica calculation ayatam. Tna 
flftur* showa sailing araaa and priea 
araai simultanaoualy on two maps of 

TT 
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R E S E A R C H A C T I V I T I E S AT K J E L L E R 

SETTER PICTURE OF 
THE RESERVOIR 

The (isc ui iraivrs makes il possible to Kain a 
more precise description of North Sea 
reservoirs. In principal ihe idea is simple: ihe 
tracer in liquid limn is injrclrd in <me or more 
injection wells, .Alter some lime analyses are 
carried oui In delermine il llie tracer has 
traveled with the How of fluid to nearby pro
duction wells, If so, this indicates fluid com-
municalion be'ween injectors ;ind producers; 
if nut. this could indicate the presence nf 
barriers to lluid How in die reser\-oir. Tracers 
are al-o UM-CI to identify How channels, cross
link' between reservoir layers and across 
faults. Hie injected fluids flow more or less 
easily through the porous medium depending 
on directional variations in permeability. 

the North Sea iviih great success 
(Figure 1). 

Tritiated water (HTO) is a molecule which 
comes as close as possible to being an 
ideal water tracer. It contains a single atom 
of the hydrogen isotope tritium (:;H, or T). 
Examples of other useful, but not strictly 
ideal, water tracers are S ! iCN. ;'SCN. : ; , ;C1. 
!-''i and --Na. Work is now focusing on 
increasing the range of non-radioactive 
water tracers, using molecules such as 
L'.H.-I.S-letrafl'ioK/lienzoic acid and related 
compounds. 

Oil companies can optimize their field 
management by utilizing these advanced 
methods dial, in Norway, are only being 
developed at IFF. Further development work 
is ongoing, with interaction between research 
and specialized tracer lechnology groups. 
First hand feedback from tracer projects is 
crucial, and this can be achieved if IFF deals 
with all of the sieps in the field tracer 
operation. IFF is able a, offer a complete 
commecial tracer lesling service to the oil 
companies. 

Examples of perfluorinated non-radioactive tracers 

Induction curves (Figure 2) enable calcu
lation of llnw volume and Hooding efficiency. 
IFF > n-M-archers are now using different 
tracer* >imultaneously in different injection 
wells in order to sludy more complex flow 
palteriK 

An ideal tracer musl follow the tagged phase 
accurately and passively. It must be usable in 
moderate quanlilies. have very low natural 
background concentration, must survive in 
harsh reservoir conditions without degrading 
and must be detectable in extremely low 
concentrations. Tracers that lullill such strict 
demand* include a number of radioactive, and 
Mime non-radioaclive. ch-mical compounds. 
In the latter group, polylluorinated organic 
niiilecule- are among uie mo*i promising. 

Hie tracer* thai are nio-t often u-ed for injec

tion in ga* rcM-rvoir* are radioactive tracers 

Mich a* * Kr and tritiated natural gases 

i methane, ethane, propane and butane). In 'he 

la*t te» icar*. non-radioaclive pertluorinatefl 

cu'lic compound* ( I 'F l - i have been devei-

«•jH-d a- tracer- Ilie-e haw now been u-ed in 

Weil response profile for HTO injection in a North Sea reservoir 
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FRACTAL THEORY 
- a new tool for Reservoir 
Description 
IFF i- u>ing fractal theory as a means of nn.re 

i-llVctive wahiaii'm of oil>h*rtv nil and gas 

rr-mircr-. Fxperiment;:] dala reveal thai many 

geological -truclures have fractal or mtilti-

tractal -ealing characteristic* over several 

order- ol magniludi-. Fractal statistics- an- a 

INUI ilial can be iiM-d lo incorporate these 

c liaracieri-tic- in reservoir (irscriptitm 

mudrk IFF ha- used mutlifraclal statistics ID 

analyze log- from many wells in tin* North 

N-a. 'Hie n--ult- indicate lhat different geologi

cal lornialiim-aiid lilhologirscan becharac-

It'ri/i-d by di-tim'livf multilractal spectra. 

'Hiis can simplify the process of constructing 

ideological models, at the same time giving an 

impruvt'd description of geological strata and 

rock lypes in oil reservoirs. 

Researchers have shown previously lhat 

pelniphysical data vary over a wide size 

range. This musl be reduced by averaging - or 

homogenization techniques so as to obtain 

effective reservoir parameters at a large scale. 

IFF is presently involved in the development 

of new averaging algorithms that wiil provide 

more accurate reservoir gridding. taking 

account of the fractal characteristics of 

geological data. Tile algorithms will improve 

ihe geological mode's that form the input dala 

to a standard How simulator. 

Geological model created with the help of fractal 
geostatisttcs. 
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HYDRODYNAMIC 
SYSTEMS 

Geochemical methods 
IFK has made it easier to make a precise 

evaluation of offshore production options. 

The Inslilule has developed new geochemical 

methods which use isotopes lo help describe 

the reservoir. Since i':)*6 a new technique has 

been developed which involves the measure

ment of the ratio between ihe isotopes " ' Sr 

and **Sr in the water phase. In this way iu-

vestigalors can obtain a belter picture of fluid 

communication and barriers lo fluid flow in oil 

reservoirs. 

Kvalualing How patterns in a ••• :;ervoir 

demands applied chemistry of a very' high 

standard. Such methods now occupy a key 

rule in modem reservoir geolog., bul Ihere 

are as yel few who have llie facilities or 

expertise for using strontium isotopes as a 

reservoir description tool. 

Salts in a core sample 
reveal barriers 
The ^Sr/^'Sr ratio of the reservoir formation 

water can be determined from core samples. 

Pore sails (evaporated formalion water) in the 

core are redissolved when distilled water is 

added to crushed core material. The > : Sr/ N , Sr 

ratio in the pore sills records that ol ihe 

original formation water, and this information 

can be used to painl an accurate picture of 

barriers and How patterns in the geological 

formations. 

Parts of a reservoir that are nut in com

munication with each other will evolve llieir 

own unique ' :Sr/*"Sr ratios. Different lype-of 

barriers may be present in a reservoir, for 

example shale layers, carbonate-cemented 

layers or faults. It is such barriers thai can 

stop or slow down horizontal or vertical How. 

By interpreting the variation of * Sr'"'Sr with 

depth in a re-ervnir the ex|ierienced eyr can 

detect the presence of a barrier. 

i 
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>imiiar analytical data can be used ID 
determine ihf presence of high-permeability 
/mifv Ilii'M- an- /ones in which fluids can 
dim wry rapidly compared in the surroun
ding ruck-. I;ur example, waier that is now 
piVMin in the reservoir may haw been 
emphced through a permeable "plumbing" 
•Ostein Inni] a -nunv outside Ihe reservoir. 

Hit geoclieinical methods described here 
have been used widely, particularly on the 
I'K (.'oiniiu-myl Nielf. In theory, die method 
>Jnjnld w»rk besi in sandstone reservoirs, but 
re-dlsseem promising also in carbunale 
reservoirs. Ideally, such projects should be 
carried mil in close collaboration with the 
pruduclion geologists and reservoir engi
neers ul' the Held under investigation. This 
ctillafxiralriKt is important ft» ensure integra-

lion wiih pressure dala. sedimentology and 
poroperm data. Integration gives | n t ' best 
possible inierpretalion. 

BASIN MODELLING 

Increased success rate in 
exploration drilling 
What kind of information do ihe oil companies 
need in order to increase the success rale of 
exploration drilling? 

Hnding me righl answer to these questions is 
not jusl a matter of describing ihe geological 
formations as they are today. It is necessary 
to date geological events and simulate Ihe 
evolution of important physical and chemical 
conditions through gee-logical lime. Reliable 
knowledge of a hosl of factors, such as 
deposition^ environment, leclonic evolution, 
pure pressure and lemperature through 
geological lime, is a prerequisite to eslimale 
within a reasonable degree of uncertainty how 
much petroleum has been generated, in 
which direction il has migrated and where il 
may have been trapped in porous reservoirs 
beneath tight caprocks. 

Basin modelling is a method lhai can be used 
lu estimate ihese faciors. During ihe last ten 
years, basin simulators have become a stan
dard tool in oil and gas exploration. In most 
cases applications can be handled routinely 
with simple simulators. However, hydrocar
bons are now becoming harder lo find; remai
ning prospects are smaller and are located al 
grealer depths. This has created an increasing 
need for more advanced melhods to be able lo 
analyze complicated geological scenarios"., 
define exploration strategies and predict ahead 
of drilling how much and what type of hydro
carbons »re trapped in mapped prospects. 

IKE has been developing basin simulators for 
such purposes tor sume len years. The main 
activity has been ihe development of one- and 
two-dimensional hydrodynamic basin simula
tors and models for thermal indicators and 
mineral chemical reactions. Some of the 
advanced characleristics built inlo these arc 
-list and mantle modeling. Ihe efftifs ttt 
pressure evolution and fluid flow near tran*-
missive and sealing faulls. and modeling of 
hydrocarbon flow. 

Mapping hydrodynamic systems with the aid of the 
isotope ratio "Sr /^Sr 
Profile through a sandstone reservoir »-sr.w.S' 

Well 0 710 0 715 0 720 
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Institutt for •ntrølfciknikk 

Hu- 111! II» [lasiii simulator" i> imwa 

ounnii-rriiilly available pnnlucl. Jli'> is an 

advancedinn-[ltiruii>iu[ial basinsimulatorfor 

1 "MX-towd wurk->laliitn> which am be used 

in uiinlcl fundamental processes in «real 

detail. Il fan be u-ed in reconstruct geological 

subsidence history, porosity, permeability, 

nvi qjrcssure. temperature, petroleum gene-

ralimi and expulsion from the source nick. 

i'li.' system has been thoroughly tested and 

documented. 

MULTIPHASE -
TRANSPORT 

Hie oil companies have an increasing need to 

be able lo transport untreated well streams to 

platforms or directly to land. Multiphase 

transport has thus become a key technology 

for the prolitable development of a number of 

new offshore fields. 'Hie use of multiphase 

transport will lead to lower development costs 

and possibly enable more satisfactory treat

ment of valuable petroleum resources in 

onshore plants. 

The main technical problems with multiphase 

How are related to the dimensions of the pipes 

and the possibility of flow instabilities during 

operation, particularly due to the accumula

tion of fluids in the pipeline. The lower the 

production rale and the greater the height 

difference along the pipe track, the greater 

will be the risk of problems arising. In ex

treme cases large plugs of fluid (slugs) can 

develop. 

IFE has been studying the transport proper

ties of oil-gas-water mixtures in long transport 

pipelines for ov ; jr len years. In collaboration 

wiih SINTEF. IFE has developed programs 

such as OLGA and U'OLGA for analysing 

such transport systems. 

The OLGA simulation program has become 

virtually an industry standard for two-phase 

pipeline flow calculations. The program is in 

use inlemalionally as a basis for scaling, 

surveillance and operating two-phase 

transport pipelines. OLGA's numerical 

methods can accurately predict and follow 

slugs through a pipeline, and provide 

information on slug length, speed and other 

important parameters. Detailed information 

about these types of flow phenomena is 

important for determining the correct 

dimensions for multiphase transport systems. 

and for ensuring their safe operation. Future 

work will focus on the development and 

improvement of the WOLGA three-phase 

model, in which the production of water, as 

well as oil and gas. is considered. 

Geological subsidence history, showing that the source rock reached the threshold for 
oil generation (red) such that expulsion has taken place. 

Geological age (mill years) 

• 250 0 - 200.0 -150.0 - 100.0 - 50.0 0 0 
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Willi lin- help ul' these programs lur two-phase 

and mulii|)lia>e transport it has been possible 

in dm-lup a guud engineering solution lor the 

pipeline th:it carries gas condensate from Ihe 

Troll Held : i , Osebrrg. 'litis pi[)eline (TOCrl) 

has in many ways been a pioneering project 

fur multiphase flow on tht- Norwegian shell'. 

FRACTIONS OP OIL, OAS 
AND WATER 

I )ver the last ten years IFF has been 

investigating the transport characteristics of 

oil/gas anil uil/ga** 'water mixtures in long 

transport pipelines. ()ne of the main aims of 

the research has been 1.1 develop computer 

mii(lel> to predict these lran.;purt properties 

Hie basis for these models has been provided 

by experiments which require the volume 

fraction of each phase as a function of time to 

be determined. IKK has thus developed 

instruments that can do this for oil/gas and 

oil/gas, water mixtures. The method is based 

on the absorption uf gamma rays. 

Mixtures of oil. gas and water are often 

heterogeneous, and measurements of the 

phase volume fractions along a single narrow 

line would give large errors. It is thus neces

sary to use broad collimaled gamma rays 

which span the entire width of the pipe cross 

section. Hie gamma rays travel through the 

pipe wall and through the lluid/gas inside. 

Detectors then measure the intensity of the 

transmitted radiation. The instrument can be 

calibrated to determine the volume fractions 

of the different phases if the pipe is filled with 

liquid or gas. To measure the volume fraction 

of water, as well as oil and gas, it is necessary 

to use gamma rays with two differenl ener

gies, and the attenuation of each type of radia

tion must be determined. This instrument has 

two wide-angle collimators, one for each ray 

energy, together with a detector that can 

distinguish the gamma rays with different 

energies. 

The instrument, shown in the figure, was 

granted a Norwegian patent in 1992. As well 

as being used in IFK's (low laboratories, such 

instruments are now in use at SINTF.Fs 

multiphase laboratory in Trondheim and in 

some oil companies. 

CONTROL IN OFFSHORE 
PIPELINES 

One of .he greatest problems with the 

multiphase transport of oil and gas in the 

North Sea is caused by CO,. which can cause 

severe corrosion damage inside the pipelines. 

IFK has investigated this problem for many 

years. The work has been carried out in part 

through large research projects sponsored by 

international consortia (nine oil companies 

and a materials supplier), but much work ha* 

also been cai.ied out through smaller projects 

financed by individual companies. 

IFF has recently carried out a project for KIf 

Petroleum Norge. related to the Lille-Krigg 

gas field in Ihe North Sea. This lield is being 

developed using newjeel.iinlogy tit limit 

pipeline corrosion. Special chemicals (pH 

stabilizers) are added to the well stream lu 

increase the pH value uf the fluids and thus 

make them less corrosive. The VM group has 

developed this method in their laboratories in 

France, applying practical experience from 

fields in the Netherlands. 

Radiation detector 

Collimator 

Corrosion In offshore pipeline* is • 
sarlous problem that IFE is helping solve, 
together with Elf Petroleum Norge among 
others. 
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IFE has curried mil extensive tests for Elf 
I'elroleum Norne in order to obtain approval 
to use the method on Ihe Norwegian shelf. 
Hie work has heen carried out in close 
collaboration with researchers from the 
French parent company. 

The Lille-Frigg satellite will now be developed 
using sub-sea well heads tied back to the 
platform with conventional carbon sleel pipes 
transporting pH-stabilized gas. The new 
technology will save the oil company 
hundreds of millions of NOK on the 23 km 
long pipeline, compared to the cost of 
building the pipeline out of stainless steel. 

In oilfields, pipes are often constructed out of 
carbon steel and conventional corrosion 
inhibitors are added [•< the well stream. But 
lliis is more difficult with gas fields, and here 
the new technology from Elf- keeping 
corrosion to an acceptable level by adding pH 
stabilizers at the well head - provides a good 
solution. I Jlle-Frigg is Norway's first gas field 
to make use of this technology. 

IFF has carried out similar tests for other oil 
companies with the aim of optimizing and 
selecting the right mixture of pH stabilizers 
for other planned gas Held developments. 

OH. MftTHA 
SLAGENTANQEN 

In partnership with Norcontrol Simulation, 
IFE has long been involved in the develop
ment of dynamic real time simulators for 
process training. Examples include simulators 
for the Snorre and Oseberg fields. The main 
purpose of these simulators is to train new 
operators under normal operating conditions 
in a safe and controlled environment. The 
operators can also be trained to deal with 
unusual conditions that in real life would 
occur very rarely. 

During 1992 IFE started the first equivalent 
project for onshore industry, in collaboration 
with Norconlrol Simulation: developing a new 
training simulator for crude oil distillation for 
Norske Esso. The simulator will be used to 
train operators at Esso's Slagentangen oil 
reline'y. The operators will work with exactly 
the same images as in the real Honeywell 
control system. Modifications to the screen 
graphics can also be tried out in the simulator 
before being implanted in the control system. 
The simulator will be completed in 1993. 

New technological 
challenges 
The simulator will include detailed modeling 
of the process*, right from the tapping of crude 
oil from the storage tanks, through a large 
network of heat exchangers and precom-
bustion ovens, and through to the central unit 
of the plant, a distillation tower with 34 
separation levels. The distillation lower is 
technically difficult to model because of the 
large number of variables involved and 
because the model must generate the correct 
dynamics. Further, the model must have an 
effective and robust solution algorithm, such 
that the simulator runs in true real time. 

Compared to previous simulators the Esso 
simulator offers extra challenges because the 
thermal effects are more important, as well as 
being more complicated. The crude oil has to 
be split into over 30 components in order to 

enable an accurate description of the separa
tion. A thermodynamic package was devel
oped for this project, to facilitate the inclusion 
of necessary basic data and thermodynamic 
functions. 

The Esso simulator opens a door on a new-
market for IFE. enabling the Institute to rea
lize the potential of two of its key strenglhs: 
modeling and simulation. 

The distillation tower at the E H O refinery 
at Slagentangan. In 1992 IPE started the 
development of a training simulator for 
the operators of the crude oil distillation 
process. 
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TOOLS FOR ALUMHHUM 
TECHNOLOGY 

Electrolytic cells 
Hie aluminium industry nerds precise and 
reliable simulation tools in order to (jet the 
most out of ils furnaces. IFF and Hydro Alumi
nium have been collaborating closely on 
modeling tor a number of years. Development 
work is now focusing on ihe use of larger 
furnaces and optimizing running costs. 
something thai sharpens the need for good 
modeling tools. Reliable, accurate and flexible 
siniulatinn systems have become a prere
quisite lo the development and construction of 
new types of furnaces. 

A three dimensional model for calculating the 
tola] heal balance in an aluminium furnace has 
been completed over Ihe lasl three years. The 
model has been named SMASH {Simulation 
Model for .Aluminium cell. Sidefreeze and 
Heat balance). This model can be used to 
calculate the hral production rate at various 
places in an electrolytic furnao1. and how the 
heal dissipates. As well as calr 'lating the heat 
balance, deposits along the sides and al the 
edges and comers are modelled and a tolal 
stress balance for the furnace is sel up. 

The value of such a modelling tool lies mainly 
in the fact thai design and choice of materials 
can be lesled through simulation before 
investing in costly new irsl furnaces. Through 
use of ihe model the users and operator are 
forced lo consider ihe key factors involved. 
This improves process understanding and, 
in the long run. leads to more efficient use of 
resources. 

SMASH has been thoroughly tested against 
measurements from exisiing furnaces. There 
is a very good agreement between the 
calculated and measured dala. The model is 
an important springboard to further increases 
in efficiency at Hydro Aluminium. xhn expect 
lo gain further advantage from the future use 
of simulation tools. 

Casting: Increased quality 
Tiie Norwegian aluminium industry (Hydro. 
Elkeml is working together to improve 
aluminium casting technology. The market is 
demanding ever higher quality, fewer rejects, 
and smaller production tolerance limits. IKE 
has carried out a number of large projects in 
this area over recent years. 

In the process of continual casting, molten 
aluminium is fed through a funnel while a 
mould is pressed downwards and the meial is 
sprayed with water, thus cooling and setting. 
Severe thermal deformation can occur in ihe 
aluminium due to varying heat flow between 
the surface and the centre. The process musl 
thus be designed to avoid cracking and 
surface defects in the finished product. 
Traditionally, a problem has been cracking 
along the centre during the start of casting, 
and occasionally Ihe presence of deep cracks 
leads 10 the complete scrapping of a product. 

Mora cost-effective aluminium electrolysis 
is an important goal to which IFE's 
modeling tools are being applied. 
Improvements to tho casting process ara 
possible using new mathematical models. 

The use of mathematical models has been an 
important factor in reducing those problems. 
In the case described above a modified mould 
provided a solulion, a mould thai was lesled in 
computer ..imulations and casting experi
ments. For the most common types of alloy 
castings centre cracking has been eliminated 
by replacement of the old moulds with the 
new ones. Another important research area is 
improving the surface quality of casting 
products. IFF has also contributed to solving 
this problem by using modeling and simu
lation tools to determine Ihe ideal casting 
conditions, 

E l ^ l ^ V M M TORA 
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL 
STRATEGY 

Analyses carried oul at IFE indicate lhat 
Norway must initiate costly measures in order 
to fulfill nalional targets for reducing C0 2 

emissions. These calculations have been car
ried out as part of the ETSAP project (Energy 
Technology Systems Analysis Program) 
directed by Ihe IEA. 

The ETSAP project is designed lo determine 
which technology options would be most cost 
effective for reducing emissions in the indi
vidual participating countries. Similar studies 
will be performed on the cost to the energy 
sector of reaching the stipulated emission 
levels in each country. The aim is to deter
mine the optimal strategy for reducing emis
sions in the participating countries laken as a 
whole. 

"Business as usual" 
Figure 1 shows CO. emissions from today 
through to the year 2030 for a scenario 
without enforced reduction of CO. emission 
levels ("business as usual").In the short tenn 
most of the increase in CO., above today's 
levels will be from the petroleum sector, while 
in the longer term it is increase in transport 
demand which is liie main reason for ihe 
emission growth. The growth in emission;* 
from burning in private houses, industry and 
industrial construction will slow down due to a 
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nm^e of reasonable energy conservation 
meaMirr> thai arr beneficial tit the economy 
even wiiliuiil a l'< )_• tax. "niese will lead to 
reduced growth in tin* use of fnssi! fuels and 
lhu> a smaller growth in C() : emissions. 'Hie 
sunt* will hold tor the industrial use of natural 
pis and biomass. as well as ihe use • f heal 
pumps in industrial buildings, as all are 
economically attractive alternatives to oil. 

Figure 2 illustrates the costs associated with 
reduction of CO.. emissions to various levels 
relative to the "business as usual" scenario. 
The percentage reduction shown represents 
the total accumulated emission amounts for 
the periud 1W21WI. A reduction of about (ft 
in Norway's total emissions up to the year 
2031 lean be achieved at low cost by replacing 
nil and coal-lired power with hydro-electric 
power and biofuels in parts of industry. 
together with the increased use of heat pumps 
in apartment blocks and industrial buildings. 

Reduced emissions 
Kven stabilizing the emissions at today's level 
through to the year 2031) involves a reduction 
in total emissions of about 17'*. relative to the 
"business as usual" scenario. This would 
demand that a large proportion of the car 
population was replaced with electric vehicles 
or cars running on methanol or ethanol made 

CO2 emissions by sector 

from biomass. Further, all use of oil in indu
stry would have to be replaced by electricity. 
and costly energy conservation measures 
would have to be employed. 

In the short term (to Ihe year 2000) it would 
be very difficult to achieve a target of stabiliz
ing emission levels without a reduction in 
industrial output. Enforcement of CO? reduc
tion measures in the petroleum sector would 
make such a target easier to reach. 

The anticipated growth in the transport sector 
over the next century would demand that new 
technologies were to be introduced if Norway 
is to actually reduce, rather than just stabilize, 
emissions before 2030. Since the transport 
sector forms a large proportion of the total 
COj emissions, there is a large potential for 
reduction. IFE's calculations show that it is 

MARGINAL REDUCTION COST 
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possible to achieve a 20% reduction in 
Norway's total emissions relative to today's 
level before 2030. This would demand 
extensive use of electric cars, fuels generated 
from biomass, and the use of hydrogen in 
private cars. With the present level of 
technology this would all be very expensive, 
and such technologies will probably not be 
available on a mass production scale before 
the year 2010. 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
IN NORWEGIAN INDUSTRY 

The trade network (BN) was initiated by IFE 
as an industrial energy conservation program 
some 3 years ago. Exchange of information 
between companies about energy-efficient 
technologies, and research and documenta
tion of resource use, represent the core activi
ties of the network program. 

The trade network now serves 11 different 
areas, with a total of 312 individual members. 
This number is increasing rapidly as new 
trades become involved; further expansion 
is something that is actively being worked 
towar. In total over 60% of Norway's energy 
consumption was reported to the network 
in 1992. 

An interesting feedback from the BN was that 
the individual companies found the compari
son of specific energy consumption figures that 
was given, trade by trade, of interest. Through 
this the trades had a means of finding out how 
energy efficient they each were. All the figures 
that are reported annually are confidential. A 
number coding system is used, so that each 
trade knows what number they are, but not 
those of their competitors. There are some 
large differences apparent, which in turn has 
given rise to a new program: The trade net
work analytical arrangement. By supporting 
the trades the objective is to introduce new 
cost effective methods for measuring and 
mapping of energy flows and assessment of 
technologies with the idea of undertaking 
profitable energy conservation measures. 

t 
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Through energy tracking and annual report
ing from all the member companies, the BN 
gels reliable feedback each April about how 
energy efficient industry was in the previous 
year. This is a valuable instrument for the 
auihorilies. enabling them to analyze the 
effects of specific energy conservation 
policies, also enabling such measures to be 
better targeted. 

To facilitate the spread of knowledge and 
experience on energy-efficien'. production 
technology throughout the. the BN arranges 
an annual "energy fair" for each business area. 
The BN has thus become a rendezvous for the 
exchange of information on Best Available 
Technology (BAT), demonstrated prototype 
technology and recently published research 
results. 

Tlie results of the network development pro
cess have been transferred to other countries, 
and IFE has received a number of requests for 
assistance in the development of similar net
works in both eastern and western Europe. 

IKE is a member o\ the international E nR 
"club" (European Energy Network), and this 
provides an important opportunity for ex
change of information on energy conserva
tion. Collaboration has been established 
among 12 European countries on the compila
tion and uses of energy data. 

INDUSTRY" PROGRAM 

The prototype and demonstration program 
Energy in Industry (Ell) is the first completed 
demonstration project for industrial energy 
efficiency with documented results. A total of 
almost 70 brochures have been compiled 
which describe the projects and the results. 

All the companies that participated have now 
invested in new and more enerj* efficient 
technology. Seventeen projects mrde use of 
technology based on refrigeration plants or 
heat pumps, Twenty-live made use of excess 
heat from proce>ses or production to 

minimize energy' use through improved 
ventilation technology. Combined with the use 
of heal exchangers, this is a very good and 
energy-efficient way of solving ventilation 
problems in industrial businesses. 

Other technical advances include the 
introduction of: 
• Efficient process management 
• Efficient drying technology 
• Water treatment and water conservation 

The program has been directed primarily 
towards small and medium sized businesses, 
with the aim of introducing measures that 
involve the use of new energy-efficient 
technologies. The results can be used by 
other businesses in the same trade, and in 
some cases also in other trades. 

Verilied energy saving is about 60 GWh. from 
a total investment of NOK 79.4 million. Of this, 
NOK 15.5 million was in the form of a grant 
from public funds through the EH program. 
Economic savings in the first year were about 
NOK 19 million, which gives a payback time of 
4.2 years and an internal interest rate of 23%. 

An interesting aspect of the project is that 
about 33% of the savings were related to 
factors other than energy. Also there were 
some unquantifiable benefits, such as better 
climate control in buildings, leading to fewer 
working days lost through sickness. 

WITH ELECTRON BEAMS 

IFE has two electron beam welding units with 
capacity for both production and development 
projects. Because of the ven' high energy 

•(•etron bcwn w i l < n | Is an IFE 
specialty. Ttw flgura shown a nonreturn 
valve lor ISA's apace research rockel 
Arlane-6. 

density of the electron beam, the method can 
be used for a multitude of tasks: for welding 
thin foils and membranes, and for making 
narrow parallel welds in thick materials. 

During 1992 one of the welding machines was 
upgraded to give a maximum welding effect of 
10 kW (previously 6 kW). This makes it 
possible to weld metals such as stainless steel 
and titanium over a very wide range of thick
ness (0.005 mm - >50 mm). 

IFE's two electron beam welding machines 
are the only ones in Norway. The Institute's 
welding laboratory thus functions as a demon
stration, development and production facility 
for the Norwegian metal and mechanical engi
neering industries. The laboratory undertakes 
development projects and carries out demon
stration and prototype welding as well as pro
duction welding. Some examples of projects in 
1992 were: 

• Development of a welding process and 
subsequent production welding for airplane 
engine components for Norsk Jetmotor and 
the Air Defense Research Institute. 

• Welding of equipment for the Ariane-5 
rocket for Raufoss A/S. 

• Hydraulic valves for sub-sea production 
equipment for HTS Maskinteknikk A/S 
and Kongsberg Offshore. 

t Well pumps for Framo Engineering. 

The materials welded include magnesium-, 
aluminium-, and titanium-alloys, steel, 
stainless steel and nickel alloys. 

IP 
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PHYSICS 

IFK's basic research in physics is linked 
closely to thr use of neutron beams from the 
JEKIMI reactor lor the physical study of solids 
and liquids. This method Rives important 
micniscupic and atumic information over and 
above that which can be obtained with X-ray 
and electron beams. Activities also include 
optical microscopy and advanced image ana
lysis for studies of complex physical processes 
using microparticle models. 

Neutron scattering 
Neutron scattering involves bombarding mate
rials with neutrons to study structure and 
internal dynamics. Neutrons which strike 
atoms in the material are deflected or diff
racted, creating a pattern which is a structural 
fingerprint of the material. 

Tlit' JUKI' II reactor is surrounded by a num-
bi-i ul' neutron spectrometers and neutron 
dilfractometers that are tailor-made for 
various research objectives. Neutron scat
tering is used to investigate a number of 

Th* figure shows • liquid crystal as soon through a microscopo; a "chaos" of colours. 
Careful oiiamination undor th» microscop* shows that tho picture flickers. It Is this 
flickering, or fluctuation, wlch forms tho basis of many liquid crystal applications. 
Neutron scattering Is a valuable aM to the study of such fluctuations. 

phenomena in solids - magnetism, super
conductivity and crystal structure - together 
with liquids, polymers, colloids, micelles, 
microemulsions and biological substances. As 
hydrogen is an effective neutron scalterer. 
this technique is often used to study systems 
containing hydrogen. Neutron scattering is 
thus a very versatile and powerful technique; 
in Norway it is only available al IFE. 

Ongoing research is concentrated on gaining 
a better understanding of fluctuations on the 
borders of chaos in liquid crystals, magnetic 
materials and metal alloys that can absorb 
large quantities of hydrogen. Such metal 
hydrides could be of great industrial impor
tance as energy carriers. Neutron rays provide 
the only tool that can be used to determine 
the positioning of hydrogen within different 
metal structures. This is critical in the search 
for new metal alloys with optimal hydrogen 
storage and liberation characteristics. 

NORTH: IHMWKQIAN-
RUSSIAN COLLABORATION 

Nuclear safety and radiological environmental 
protection are central features of the in
creasing degree of contact be r -^n Norway 
and eastern European countries. IFE is 
playing an important role in technical colla
boration in various fields, such as reactor 
safety, radioactive waste, accident damage 
analysis and radioecology. Norway has begun 
a collaboration with Russia on determining 
what radioactive waste has been dumped in 
northern seas and what environmental 
consequences this may have. 

From Autumn 199(1 onwards details have been 
emerging from various unofficial sources 
concerning the dumping of radioactive waste 
in the Barents and Kara Seas. During 1991 
Norwegian and Soviet environmental 
authorities agreed on the establishment of a 
joint group of experts to investigate the dum
ping allegations, with Norway to propose a 
joint research program at a later date. Russia 
has now agreed to fulfill this agreement. 

In order to assess the possible consequences 
of waste dumping it is important to identify" 
the material in question, its localization and 
how it is encased. In order to study the pre
sent waste handling situation, the expert 
group surveyed the base of the civil ice
breaker fleet in Murmansk in August 1992. 
The group received a positive impression, 
apart from agreeing that storage onboard 
ships is unacceptable. On the Norwegian side, 
the expert group has members from a variety 
of organizations and institutions, including 
IFE. 

The dump'ng allegations related mainly to the 
Kara Sea. and the Norwegian-Russian expert 
group soon agreed to arrange a joint cruise 
there. The Norwegian representatives expres
sed a wish to inspect a number of reported 
dumping sites. The cruise took place over a 
four week period from the middle of August 
1992 on the Russian research vessel "Viktor 
Bujnitskij" from Murmansk. Participants on 

W 



tin- cruisr included eight researchers from 

Russia, one from the IAEA and seven from 

Norway, including one from IKE. The 

Norwegian cruise leader was from the Marine 

Research Institute. 

IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE 

In a specially equipped laboratory at IFE in 

Kjeller, a group of 3(1 people is working to 

supply Norway's 25 nuclear medical 

departments with radiopharmaceuticals for 

the diagnosis and treatment of various 

injuries and complaints. New methods are 

creating new possibilities for patients, but 

radio-pharmaceuticals lirst require exlensive 

and advanced testing. With the development 

of new radiopharmaceuticals and work with 

radionuclides in biotechnical applicalions, the 

method by which the radionuclides are 

coupled to their host compound is of critical 

importance for the characteristics of the 

finished products. 

central position in the wider field of product 

developmenl. The Institute has thus become a 

natural collaborative partner for universities, 

colleges and industry in this field. 

Teehnetium-99m is an almost ideal radio

nuclide for use in nuclear medicine. Research 

is now actively focussing on the development 

of tagging techniques for this nuclide. Special 

attention will be given to ihe development of 

afunctional chelators (completing agents) 

for tagging peptides and monoclonal anti

bodies. 

IFEs collaborative partners are Norwegian 

medical research institutions in hospitals and 

universities, and pharmaceutical industry 

working with substances for X-ray, ultrasound 

and magnetic resonance investigations. 

On tha cruisa to In» Kara Saa In 1 M 2 
sadlmant Mmptos war» lakm ay imani 
of a «ravity cerar. 

New techniques are continually being 

developed for various nuclides. Such methods 

musl be tested and evaluated to delermine 

which are the most effective and least harm

ful. The aim is to develop national expertise in 

radionuclide tagging. IFE will then be in a 

monoclonal antiboMoa In tha Isotop» laboratoria» al KJaMar. Tha operation is 
out sårand arotactiv» load «lass. 

Tha rosoarch roactor J I I P I I at KJaKar. 
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Reports 'narkea u-rn an astenstk CI are 
• i\,.h'iiO!e only oy agreement iw/n assignor 
Reports m We H I W - j n t f HPR-senes are m 
gererai e\C'u5ii,ety available to the Halden 
Pfo,eci pawners 

The Ha lden P r o f e t 
F U E L A N D M A T E R I A L S 
T E C H N O L O G Y 

f uei rod ins t rumenta t ion IAEA Mee t i ng o n 
In-core Ins t rumenta t ion a n d ln-s i tu 
M e a s u r e m e n t s m Connec t i on wi lh Fuel 
Failure. Perten 1992-to 

In -core ins t rumenta t ion for LWRs IAEA 
M e e t m g on In -core Ins t rumenta t ion a n d In-
S'tu M e a s u r e m e n l s in Connec t i on w i th Fuel 
Fai lure Pet ien 1992-10 

Re- ins t rumenta t ion of i r rad ia ted rods , (nos 
8 0 7 a n d 808) wi th fuel t h e r m o c o u p l e s 
Maiden 1992-0? (HWR 316) 

L y n t Af l ie* reactor m a l e n a l s a n d water 
c r v r m s i r y s tud ies at Ha lden Internat ional 
C o H e r e n c e on Water Chemis t ry of Nuc lear 
Reactor Sys tems 6 Mmnet t (Canada ) . 
1992-10 

Mater ia ls test ing at Ha lden Con fe rence on 
L -.o j i i n r , o* Micros l r j c t u r e in Meta ls du r i ng 
l " 0 d a l " > n Minnet : i C a n a d a ) 1992-10 

Stat.,s cr lASCC s tud ies ai Ha lden 
• •• terpat io ' ia C o o p e ' a t i v e G r o u p on I r radia-
t'O'1 AsSiSlO'.l Sl'CSS C o r ' o s i o n C r a c k i n g 
An'\,a< M o e i i n y V M i g e n i S v e i t s I 1992-03 

I ' ca .oy cor ros ion at rugri U O H 
L i v v e n t M t o ' 1 under PWR cond i t ions [IFA-
(-tS8 i F . n a . ' e p o r t i H a i d e r 1992-10 
i HWR 3 3 3 i 

v,- 0' '" - •e. iL 'o ' be^a iviOur Ol 
1 • • . » £ • 'ods oase ei ori Halden dala 
' : ^ J '-0M IHVVR 3261 

- V d .' ••'( • - a - . » h ,n v -estigaio^s 
M ... • V O i » . t 0 „ ' " •UD ooerat>o* 
, -J" -a _>' ' •i" ea> n^ate'-a'S • 

Fuel r o d tempera tu re a n d s tored ene rgy • 
d y n a m i c thermal r e s p o n s e to t rans ient 
cond i t i ons a n d power osc i l la t ions C S N I / 
PWG2/TG-THSB M e e l m g . Paris. 1992-12 

The p ressur i sa l ion test of six IFA-567 rods to 
inves t iga te SCC. H a l d e n . 1992-08 ( H W R -
325) 

H a l d e n Reactor e x p e r i m e n t s on i he rmo-
hydrauhes BIP Mee t i ng . Pisa. 1992-04. 

Rece it achievements at the Halden Project. 
J a p a n Nuc lear Society . Nuc lear Fuel 
Sect iona l M e e t i n g . 1992-10. 

Exper imen ta l t e c h n i q u e s a n d resul ts re la led 
to h i g h b u r n - u p inves t iga l ions at t he O E C D 
H a l d e n Reactor Project IAEA Techn ica l 
C o m m i t t e e M e e i m g on Fiss ion G a s Re lease 
a n d Fuel Rod f '-.emistry Re la ted to 
E x t e n d e d Bu rn -up . P e m b r o k e . O n l . 1992-
0 4 - 2 8 - 0 5 - 0 1 

W o r k s h o p on Fuel Therma l Proper t ies , 
H a l d e n . 1992 -04 -27—04-28 Comp i la t i on ot 
p a p e r s p r e s e n t e d on the / c o m p i l e d by H 
D e v o l d . M R Smi th . W Wiesenack 
H a l d e n 1992-09 ( H W R - 327) 

Industr ia l rad ioac t i ve was te m a n a g e m e n t 
status in the Nordic countries Corso 
Radwaste92 Genova. 1992-11 

The H a l d e n Project 
COMPUTER B A U D PROCESS 
CONTROL AND INDUSTRIAL 
SURVEILLANCE. AND CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

Computerised operator support systems for 
use m cont ro l r ooms of nuc lear p lan ts CRT 
M e e t m g o n Operator Suppor t Sys tems m 
Nuc lear Power Plants W.en 1992-10-13 
10-16 

P ICASSO a use- «nterface m a n a g e m e n t 
sys tem lor r eaM ime appdcat 'Ons W o r k s n o p 
on Use* in ie r taces t e E ' p e M Sys tems 
L o n d o n 1992-03-11 03 -12 

Exper ience wi th s imula tors for d e v e l o p m e n t 
a n d eva lua t ion of opera tor suppor t sys tems 
a l Ihe O E C D Ha lden Reactor Project 
O E C D Nuc lear Energy A g e n c y Spec ia l is t 
Mee t i ng on S imula tors a n d Plant Ana lysers . 
L a p p e e r a n t a . 1 9 9 2 - 0 6 - 0 9 - 0 6 - 1 2 . 

Qual i ta t ive mode l l i ng a n d dependab i l i t y o l 
k n o w l e d g e b a s e d sys tems H a l d e n . 1992-
0 9 ( H P R - - 3 4 1 ) 

Arch i tec tu ra l founda t ions , c o n c e p t s , a n d 
m e t h o d s b e h i n d ISACS . rea l - l ime inte l l igent 
s y s l e m for cr i t ica l app l i ca t i ons . - 2 0 s. To b e 
p u b l i s h e d by Spr inger Ve r lag . 

R igo rous eng inee r i ng p rac t i ce a n d lo rmal 
reason ing of d e e p d o m a i n k n o w l e d g e the 
bas is of d e p e n d a b l e k n o w l e d g e b a s e d 
sys tems for p r o c e s s p lant con t ro l - 49 s 
To b e p u b l i s h e d in a s p e c i a l issue of "Inter
nat ional journa l of s o l l w a r e eng inee r i ng a n d 
k n o w l e d g e e n g i n e e r i n g " on life c y c l e 
suppor t lor k n o w l e d g e - b a s e d sys tems 

A n in tegra ted a la rm sys tem a c o n c e p t 
s tudy H a l d e n . 1992-02 (HWR 308) 

Opera to r s u p p o r t s y s t e m s for s ta tus 
ident i f icat ion a n d a la rm p r o c e s s i n g at Ihe 
O E C D H a l d e n Reac io r Proiect e x p e r i e n c e 
a n d pe rspec t i ves for lu ture d e v e l o p m e n t 
O E C D - N E A / I A E A Internat ional S y m p o s i u m 
on Nuc lear Power Plant Ins t rumenta t ion a n d 
Cont ro l Tokyo. 1 9 9 2 - 0 5 - 1 8 - 05 -22 

The H a l d e n Reac io r Proiect W o r k s h o p 
M e e l m g on C o m p u t e r i s e d A la rm Sys tems 
H a l d e n 1992-10 {HWR 334) 

Effects of u s m g a d iagnos t i c ru ie -baseo ex
per t s y s t e m d e v e l o p e d for the nuc lear n d u -
stry H u m a n Fac tors Society Annua l Mee t i ng 

36 At lanta Ga 1992-10-12 10-16 

Ef fects On ope ra to rs probier* ' v j i * r ig 
b e h a v o u r when u s m g a d iagnos t i c u t . 
b a s e d exper t sys ier r d e v e l o p e d tor t'-t-
nuclear inauSlry IEFE Conl&ic- ' f.f; O" 
H u m a n Factors a^o Po.ver P l a n s -> 
Monte 'Cy Ca l i ' 1992-06 07 % - t . 
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' .-••. in- ' . ' •<-,.-• iSACS 1 D'olo'vpo Haclen 
:<n:» OJ iHVVR 309i 

' •X- H,-|K!(-'i Reat , !0 ' PrO.C-Ct Work&nop 
Met-: r 'g nn Hjrran Reliability Analysis 
Kick»- 1992 IHWR 321) 

S'jdvng tt-e ef'ects of operators probiem-
soiving behaviour when jsmg a cliagnosnc 
enpert system developed for the nuclear 
industry Posi ANP92 Conference Seminar 
on Human Cognitive and Cooperative 
Activities m Advanced Technological 
Systems. Kyolo. 1992-11-04 11-05. 

Early fault deteclion on gas compressors in 
oil production Halden. 1992-08 (HWR -
324) 

IFE Tracer Research Cooperation technical 
summary report ro 1-92 Kjeller. 1992-02-
20 (IFE/KR/F 92-080) 

IFE Tracer Research Cooperation technical 
summary report no 3-92 Kjeller. (992-I2-
21 (IFE/KR/F--92/201) 

Relative mobility of HTO. S U CN*. : , e Cr. 1 : ' ; ' I " . 
H'- 'COJ". ^SO-r'" and "Na* tracers in 
carbonate reservoir rock. 
Kjeller. 1992-07 28 (IFE/KR/F—92/115) 

r-..-. r!(_-nra:ea f.urve.iiance ana control 
V/W;- ISACS an advanced control room 
j;tr>:oiypf- international Conference on 
De'&'yr- ,ir-ci Sa'ety of Advanced Nuclear 
PuAffPanis Tokyo 1992-10-25 10-29 

Test ti'-a evaiuat'Of program for a prototype 
rf ti< ativancc-cl compLiifn/ed control room 
' - j ' n.n 'ear pcv.er plants NATO Advanced 
StL.uv insrtji i i verification ana Validation of 
Cof-pt-< anc m;egraiea Human-Machine 
Sr,lf">s L.slwa 1992-07-07 07-17 

•SACS-1 L'ototvDe o' a f jtuf'St'C integrated 
C-jC'li • cor ' roi roor - O E C D - N E A IAEA 
i r : i " ' s

t u O M S/T.(joS'uri on f-4uciear Power 
Pa" ! !"•>'.'..-^ciavc- a'-fl Contro Tokyo 
iqgp.0f,.te. 05-22 

;'-;i?y'3'C' .-' :l ag-os s Tecnmqjes Expert 
S«s:e'"s a' a Compute S.mjat'Oi n Energy 
Eng nee" g E-a'-ge'- '992-03- 17 03-21 

Aspects of KBS venficalion and validation 
Halden 1992-09-07 (HWR 323) 

OECD Halden Reaclor Project 
Advanced control rooms CSNI/PWG1 
Expanded Task Force on Human Factors 
Meeting Pans. 1992-09-29 

Algebraic spectficalion used in formal 
software development Pan 1 Specification 
Halden 1992-11 (HWR—331) 

Algebraic specification used in qualitative 
physics Halden. 1992-01 (HWR—294) 

Methods ana lools lor formal sollware 
development Halden 1992-03 (HWR -320) 

' . ; . • ' . f 

The computerised procedure syslem 
COPMA-II IAEA/IWG-NPPCI Specialists 
Meeting on Operating Procedures for 
Nuclear Power Plants and the"" 
Presentation Wien 1992-03-31-04-02 

Beregnmg av faselikevekt fra termodyna
miske modeller Kjeller. 1992-08-21. 
(IFE/KR/F—92/124) 

[Ji . i--'.!.: O Hn'" - - . : . i i i H . . - -U" . - i A 
Conslruction of a slim-lube equipment for 
gas tracer evaluation at simulated reservoir 
conditions - s 527 Applied radiation 
isotopes -Vol. 43(1992) 

Measurements and application ol partition 
coefficients for compounds suitable lor 
tracing gas injected into oil reservoirs 
- s 205 Revue de I'lnstilKJ Francais du 
Petrole -Vol 47 [March-April 1992) 

•t - - • - [ i L" 
IFE Tracer Research Cooperation technical 
summary report no 2-92 Kjeller. 1992-09-
23 (IFE/KR/F—92/133) 

Mean field calculation ol rock permeability 
and development of a Iractal-nel.vork solver 
Kjeller. 1992-06-01 (IFE/KR/F—92/061) 

'-:t?o/a' c ; >* a a y o s s tecni.q ues 'o' 
excess'..,-.£• a-ce Ha de^ 1992-05 Vesication of procedures 

Haider 1992-02 (HWR-318) 

Mean field calculation ol effective permea
bility based on fractal pore space - s 93-97 
Transport m porous media -Vol 8(1992) 

CCPMA ! ; c - ^e ^ " c c ^ a spec * cation 
^a:ie- '992-C2 iHWR 319) 

Rea sat c- o' r e ^teg-ateo co^t'oi 'oom 
.T n cec! -S^CS <EEE Con'e'ence o n Factors 
d'O Pc.\?' Parrs 5 Mor-te'ey Can' 1992-
36 C 0 6 - M 

n'o'^at o r ceseTa: or- ara a<.e's>tted 
a a og^e r advanced cocess control use' 
"ter'aces i - te fa : c a Con'e'ence 
W\VDu92 3 B e ' " 1992-09-01-09-04 

C c i "^ed enDe' Tie^ta evaluations of a 
a agfosrc '« e-based e»pe't system 'or me 
" j o e a ' n o-&! ' \ mte'^at'onai Conterence 
O'* Des g " a n o Sa'ef, o' Advanced NuC'ear 
Pov.e'Par'ts TOH^O 1992-10-25—10-29 

Operaterstollesystemer [render mot ar 2000 
Fagseminar arrangert av ABB industri og Off
shore A/S Lillehammer 1992-02-21—02-22 

niSERVOIR- AND BASIN M O M L -
LINO, PCTROLKUM OKOLOOY, 
T f lACIR T ICHNOLOOY, NUCLEAR 
MCASUniNO T B C H M H H I U 

Dynamic behavior of radiolabeled *ater 
tracer candidates for cnaik reservoirs 
North Sea Chalk Symposium 4 Deauviile 
1992-09-21-09-23 

iFE Tracer Researc" Coope'alpor, ann ua' 
'ODO'l 1991 Kje'ier 1992-02-19 (IFE KR'F-
92 025) 

Fingers and fractals m acid fracturing 
Kjeller 1992-12-14 (IFE/KR/F-92/179) 

Modelling of Oil recovery by foam processes 
using the CMG-STARS simulator Kjeller 
1992-08-29 (IFE/KR/F-92/207) 

Programdokumentasjon til PSEUDO med 
OSF/MOTIF brukergrensesnitt 
Kjeller 1992-06-25 |lFE/l-92/C10) 

Low temperature isomermai trapping of 
hydrocarDon fluid inclusions m Synthetic 
crystals of KDP Bienn>ai Pan-American 
Conference On Researct1 on Fluid Inclu
sions 4<PACRQFnvi LakeArro^eaa 
Can» 1992-05-21-05-25 
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Scaiing oi the effective permeability i n 

mullifractai porous media - s 289-294 
Physica A - Vol 191 119921 

Kjeller Sweet Corrosion II! progress report 
May 1991 to December 1991 Kjeller. 1992-
01-03 (IFE'KR/F 91M78) 

<,aroiiy\vi'C modes 
; ts.eik- 1992-10-05 

Quantification and modelling of reservoir 
neterogenemes based on multiracial 
scaling Kjel'er 1992-11-20 (iFE/KRfF 
92 17!) 

Kjeller Sweet Corrosion ill p-ogress report 
Jan 1992 to May 1992 Kjelter. 1992-06-05 
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